PLASTIC INSERT

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Plastic inserts create a smooth bottom for sensitive cable types in Cablofil cable management. Available in bottom only and bottom with sides, each 200' polypropylene roll can be easily cut to length to fit any installation.

- 17 mil thickness creates a smooth cable pathway in Cablofil cable management
- Bottom only insert fits 150 to 600 wide tray
- Bottom w/ sides insert fits CF54, CF105 and CF150 tray in widths from 100 to 600
- Bottom w/ sides insert is perforated to easily form sides
- Flame Class per UL 94 V-0
- RoHS Compliant
- UV Retardant
- Cablofil cable management exclusive

SPECIFICATIONS

The below "View Specifications Chart" highlights all sizes and finishes available.

GENERAL INFO
Color: Black, White, and Yellow
Fire Classified: UL 94 V-0

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
RoHS: Yes

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION
Material 1: Polypropylene

DIMENSIONS
Length (Metric): 200 Ft.
Plastic inserts create a smooth bottom for sensitive cable types in Cablofil cable management. Available in bottom only and bottom with sides, each 200' polypropylene roll can be easily cut to length to fit any installation.

- 17 mil thickness creates a smooth cable pathway in Cablofil cable management
- Bottom only insert fits 150 to 600 wide tray
- Bottom w/ sides insert fits CF54, CF105 and CF150 tray in widths from 100 to 600
- Bottom w/ sides insert is perforated to easily form sides
- Flame Class per UL 94 V-0
- RoHS Compliant
- UV Retardant

The below “View Specifications Chart” highlights all sizes and finishes available.

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE

Country Of Origin: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Length (Metric): 200 Ft.